
mini FLOWATCH® 3 WiFi
As a real product of predictive maintenance, the mini FLOWATCH® 3 WiFi 
allows to remotely supervise a fleet of pumps and to anticipate a maintenance 
on a pump or an air conditioner. For air conditioners up to 10kW / 36000BTU. Ref: DE05WFCC760

SPECIFICATIONS BENEFITS
Flowrate max 15 l/h
Suction head max 2 m
Discharge head 10 m
Electrical power 21W
Voltage 220-240V 50/60Hz
Alarm NC
Noise level*                            
Protection rating IPX4
Thermal protection Yes
Operating cycle** 100%
Power / alarm cable 1.6 m
Dimensions                                 272 x 35 x 43 mm / 75 x 38 x 36 mm

FLOWRATE

* Notation from 1 wave (≤ 20 dBA) to 6 waves (> 45 dBA)
** The pump is able to run 100% of the time if necessary.

CONTENTS
Pump - Reservoir with air-vent tube - Reservoir stand - 
Double-side adhesives - Inlet tube - Suction tube 1.8m - Clamps

Web interface
The interface is accessible from a computer, 
smartphone, or tablet and requires no sof-
tware or application installation.

Extremely silent

Email sending in case of alarm

Pump interconnection

The quietest pump of our range (18.6 dBA), for an 
installation in any room.

Be notified immediately in the event of a 
malfunction (3 alarm cases).

Create a network of pumps, and allow them to 
communicate with each other for more 
productive management of your pump fleet.

Stop siphoning included

Real-time supervision

Allows to avoid all risk of negative discharge and to 
secure the pump functioning over time.

Access a wealth of information about your pump 
fleet in just a few clicks.

The first
condensate pump

WiFi connected

Monitor your pump fleet
in the blink of an eye! View all pump datas

The pump sends you an email
when an alam triggers! Alarm Freeze up

Alarm Overheating

Alarm Float high level

Refrigerant leak, 
dirty filter...

@

Hose diameter
Suction : 4/6 mm - supplied

Discharge : 6/9 mm - not supplied
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